Transition temperature shift in RPV steels [Soneda et al. J ASTM 2009] Empirical (through microstructure) approach in predicting radiation 
Conclusions and challenges
Atomistic results : interaction with solute clusters • Simulate dislocation-defect interaction • Compute the critical stress necessary to unpin from defects • Evidences of strong interaction with precipitates and voids • Results depend on the atomistic simulation box Voids [Osetsky et al Phil Mag 2003] Cr precipitates [Terentyev et al. Acta Mat 2008] Cu precipitates [Osetsky et al. JNM, 2003] How to use these results at larger scale ? [Monnet et al. Phil Mag, 2010 , 90, 1001 -1018 Scale transition to continuum level 10
Scale transition to continuum level
Modeling of dislocation interaction with precipitates
Modeling radiation hardening at the grain scale
• 20 000 precipitates • Prediction and modeling of radiation microstructure • Investigating solute segregation effects (decoration, mobility, strength)
• Dislocation interaction with grain boundaries • Accounting for softening in crystalline laws in macroscopic modeling
• Allowing for mesh-independent strain heterogeneity
